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Abstract. Reviews on test-driven development (TDD) studies suggest
that the conflicting results reported in the literature are due to unob-
served factors, such as the tasks used in the experiments, and highlight
that there are very few industry experiments conducted with profession-
als. The goal of this study is to investigate the impact of a new factor, the
chosen task, and the development approach on external quality in an in-
dustrial experimental setting with 17 professionals. The participants are
junior to senior developers in programming with Java, beginner to novice
in unit testing, JUnit, and they have no prior experience in TDD. The
experimental design is a 2x2 cross-over, i.e., we use two tasks for each of
the two approaches, namely TDD and incremental test-last development
(ITLD). Our results reveal that both development approach and task are
significant factors with regards to the external quality achieved by the
participants. More specifically, the participants produce higher quality
code during ITLD in which splitting user stories into subtasks, coding,
and testing activities are followed, compared to TDD. The results also
indicate that the participants produce higher quality code during the im-
plementation of Bowling Score Keeper, compared to that of Mars Rover
API, although they perceived both tasks as of similar complexity. An
interaction between the development approach and task could not be
observed in this experiment. We conclude that variables that have not
been explored so often, such as the extent to which the task is speci-
fied in terms of smaller subtasks, and developers’ unit testing experience
might be critical factors in TDD experiments. The real-world appliance
of TDD and its implications on external quality still remain to be chal-
lenging unless these uncontrolled and unconsidered factors are further
investigated by researchers in both academic and industrial settings.
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